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Frederick Fenton Theodore Bailey
TOWN CLERK DEPUTY TOWN CLERK
Judy Kenneally Evelyn Pike
TAX COLLECTOR DEPUTY TAX COLLECTOR










John Martell Richard Walter, JR.






SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Barbara Fiangione




Shirley Waters Patricia Hauck Margaret Haskett
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Stephen MacCleery Martin Lawrence
Eugene Herbert Walter Sanborn Joanna Mcintosh
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS




Tracy Scott Stanley Brehm Paul Adams
Harold Arey Martin Lawrence Ronald Lesieur
Joanna Mcintosh, alt. Pauline Cote, alt. Richard Debold. alt.
Theodore Bailey, Ex-officio
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Vincent Messina Benjamin Brown
Edward Meehan Benjamin Daroska Douglas Hamel




Ansel Sanborn John Sargent




Allan Clark Ruth Hammen
SAFETY COMMITTEE
Harold Arey Pearl Michaud AJ May John Martell
RECREATION COMMITTEE
Scott Tepper
OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE
Katie Ruoff Pat Waddington
RATES FOR CEMETERY LOTS
1 Grave lot $130.00 2 Grave lot $210.00
4 Grave lot $360.00 8 Grave lot $550.00
TOWN CLERK HOURS
Monday & Tuesday 1-6:30, Wednesday 9-1
TAX COLLECTOR HOURS
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday 9-1, Monday evening 5-6
SELECTMEN
Office hours are Monday - Friday, 9-12
Public meetings: first & third Tuesday evenings by appointment
POLICE BUILDING INSPECTOR ROAD AGENT
Office: 798-4911 By appointment Highway shed: 798-4964
Emergency: 911
COMPUTATION OF TAX RATE
Net Assessed Valuation $ 92,078,339
Net School Appropriations 1,932,238
Net County Appropriations 204,646
Net Town Appropriations 530,626
War Service Credits (15,800)
Committed to Tax Collector 2,651,710
Tax rate for 1998 is $28.97 per thousand.
TOWN: $5.77 COUNTY: $2.22 SCHOOL: $20.98
The equalization ratio for 1997 is 97% of current market value.
1998 has not been set yet.
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall - Lands, Buildings and Equipment 406,934
Library - Land & Buildings 118,600
Police Department 45,950
Fire Department - Land Buildings & Equipment 591,155
Highway Department - Land, Buildings & Equipment 123,600
Parks, Commons & Playgrounds 154,000
Schools - Land, Buildings & Equipment 855,500
GENERAL INFORMATION
Inventories are required in Chichester and are due April 15.
Tax bills are due semi-annually.
The last day to appeal your property tax is March 1 following the
end of the tax year of appeal.
Exemptions allowed in Chichester are the Elderly, Veteran,
Handicap, Blind, Disability, and Solar.
SELECTMEN'S COMMENTS
On May 30, 1998 there was a dedication ceremony held in the parking lot of the Grange Hall. A new flag
pole and a granite stone now honor and commemorate Chichester Veteran's from the past. The Selectmen
appreciate the efforts of the committee members, Brenda Boswak, Louise Flanders and Ruth Hammen and all the
participants of the dedication ceremony.
In late spring, our computer system, thanks to Dave Marsh, was connected to the internet. This is expected
to be an important tool in the operation of our office.
Our new tax map overlays, which include the various zoning boundaries, have been -installed and have
already proved very useful.
Selectman Bailey donated a new sign for the Grange Hall. As of this writing, it hasn't been installed, but





1998 TOWN MEETING MINUTES
Elections were declared open to vote at 10:00AM on March 10, 1998. Moderator, Douglas Hall,
presided over the meeting. Reverend Oden Woodward offered prayer. The polls closed at 7:00PM. The
meeting was adjourned to Saturday, March 14, 1998.
The meeting was reconvened by Moderator, Douglas Hall, at 10:00AM on March 14, 1998. The day was
snowy. Prayer was led by Reverend John Loker. Moderator, Douglas Hall, offered his suggestions for
running the meeting and the suggestions were accepted by the floor. The moderator appointed Hannah
West to act as assistant moderator. The newly elected officers were sworn in.
The Boston Post Cane was presented to James Warren by Selectman Ted Bailey. Mr. Warren gave a
short speech and the moderator said his research found that Mr. Warren was mentioned for the first
time in the Town Report of 1912 as having perfect attendance at the Kelley Corner School.
Craig Wyatt of the NH Council of Arts was photographing the meeting for a 1999 project for the
Smithsonian Institute.
1 . To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing. (Ballot)
The election results were as follows:
Town Clerk:
Passed yes 113 no 2
4 . To see if the Town will vote to adopt, until rescinded, the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-d,
authorizing the Library Trustees to accept gifts of personal property, other than money, which may be
offered to the Library for any public purpose, provided however, that no acceptance of personal
property by the Library Trustees shall be deemed to bind the Town or the Library Trustees to raise,
appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair, or replacement of such
personal property. (Recommended by the Selectmen)
Article Passed
5 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $12,000 (Twelve thousand five hundred
dollars) to renovate the exterior of the Library building: $8,000 (Eight thousand dollars) to be taken
from the Library Capital Reserve Fund and the remainder, $4,500 (Four thousand five hundred
dollars) to be raised in taxes. (Recommended by the Selectmen)
Amendment: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $12,500 (Twelve thousand
five hundred dollars) to renovate the exterior of the Library building: $8,000 (Eight thousand
dollars) to be taken from the Library Capital Reserve Fund and the remainder, $4,500 (Four thousand
five hundred dollars) to be raised in taxes.
Amendment passed
Amended Article passed
6 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $12,000 (Twelve thousand dollars) to
bullet-proof the foyer of the Town offices. (Recommended by the Selectmen)
Article defeated
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $90,000(Ninety thousand dollars) to be added
to the following capital reserve funds and to authorize the use/transfer of $45,000 (Forty-five
Thousand dollars) of the December 31, 1997 unreserved-undesignated fund balance for this purpose,





8 . To see if the Town will vote to open and maintain a section of Short Falls Road, so called, as a Class
Five road 1550 feet from Leavitt Road to the east most side of the Marsh property marked by a stone
wall and identified as map 4, lot 58f. (Recommended by the selectmen)
Amendment: To see if the Town will vote to open and maintain a section of Short Falls Road, so
called, as a Class Five road three hundred feet from Leavitt Road to the Marsh property and identified as
map 4, lot 58f.
Amendment defeated
Article defeated
9 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed $27,000 (Twenty-
seven thousand dollars) for the purpose of purchasing a new computer system. $20,000 (Twenty
thousand dollars) will be withdrawn from the Office Equipment Capital Reserve Fund and $7,000
(Seven thousand dollars) will be raised in taxes. (Recommended by the Selectmen)
Article defeated
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed $5,500 (Five
thousand five hundred dollars) to erect a Veteran's memorial. (Recommended by the Selectmen)
Article passed
It was voted to take article 19 out of order.
1 9 . To see if the Town will vote to accept a 350 foot extension of Towie Road to be maintained as a
Class V road by the Town, upgraded from a Class VI, and keep the remaining portion between TowIe Road
and Mason Road, a Class VI, subject to gates and bars. (By citizen petition) (Recommended by the
Selectmen)
Article passed
11. To see if the Town will vote to open and maintain the Class VI portion of Towle/Mason Road
making it a through road and to withdraw a sum not to exceed $10,000 ( Ten Thousand dollars) from
the Town Roads Capital Reserve Fund for that purpose.. (Recommended by the Selectmen)
Article tabled
1 2 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed $11,000 (Eleven
Thousand dollars) for the purpose of leasing a fire truck and to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
yearly renewable contract with a non-funding escape clause for the lease of said vehicle. Future
payments will be approximately $29,000 (Twenty-nine thousand dollars) per year for a period of 10
years, at which time the Town will own the vehicle. (The intent of this article is to make a down
payment of the lease-purchase of a fire truck. The part about the future payments is meant to only be
informational) (Recommended by the Selectmen)
Article passed
1 3 . To see if the Town will vote to change the name of the Rescue Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund to the
Rescue Vehicle and Equipment Capital Reserve Fund and to authorize the Selectmen to be agents to
expend said capital reserve fund. (The intent of this article is to allow equipment as well as vehicles to
be purchased from this fund) (Requires 2/3 majority vote) (Recommended by the Selectmen)
vote yes 57 no 42
1 4 . To see if the Town « vote to raise and appropnate K.345 (Five thousand three hundred forty
ive dolais) to be added to the Rescue Vehicle and Equipment Capital Resen^e Fund and to authorize the
usa/lransfer of the December 31, 1997 unreserved-undesignated fund balance for this purpose. (The
intent of this article is to use money wfhich has been received from ambulance billing receipts to fund
the future purchase of vehicles and equipment (Recommended by the Selectmen)
Amenoknent To see if the Town wfll vote to raise and appropriate S5.345 (Five thousand
hunched forty five ddiars) to be added to the Rescue Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund and to authorize
se transfer of tiie December 31. 1997 unreserved-undesignated fund balance for this purpose.
Amended articie passed
1 5 ^: see ^ t^e ^:v.- v, :te t: . "z a, S'?:: -^f- ---:^ eri ^:' == ^r- t^e Highway
Article passed
1 6 . To see if the Town wfl vote to estabish tfie Poice Office Equipment Capital Resen/e Fund under
tie provistons of R5A :^:1 for tie puipose of purchasing a computer system for the Police Department
= -: :: -a se 3": a:r rr-fate tt»e sum of Sl.200 (Twelve hundred dolars) to be placed in said fund and
:: :e; :-a:; : r Sr i: ~en as agents of ttie Town for said capital reserve fund. (Recommended by the
Selectmen!
Article passed
17. To see if tfie Town wfl vole to autttoiize ttte Selectmen to wittidraw tfie sum of S7.760 from the
Poice Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund to make tfie final payment of the 1996 pofice cruiser 3-year




Towle Road fcon Hose Comer Fload. a total of 2.755 fe^ as a scenic road per RSA 231S7 to pieseive
tfie country siting. (By cilizen petition) (Not recommended b\ re Se s^ctmen)
Article passed
21 ^c 5=^ if the Town wil vote to establish a Capftal Fleserve Fui»d to provide matching funds for a
=e:e-£ . '.-re. -e-srr-s-:- E--a-:e-^ent Program (TEP) yant to coitstruct a pedestrian/bicycte
:;r £. ZT'ri' -e :-;-e;e- Zt'/z S : nool and Carpenter Park. Arxf to raise and appropriate
55; : : = .e "--usa-c oc as 'c r s 'j-d. (By citizen petitkxi) Not RecommerKled by the
Article defeated
22. Tc see if the To>Mm wil vote to raise and appropnate SlOOO (One Thousand doUars) to make the
main assembly room at tfie new Fie Station hancfcap/efcleriy accessi)le and provkie storage space and
other required facility alterations to permit use as a Town Community Room. (By citizen petition)
(Not Recommended by the Selectmen)
Article defeated
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $2000 (Two Thousand dollars) to develop a
beach and picnic area at Deer Meadow Pond on land donated to the Town by Frank Merrill. (By citizen
petition) (Not recommended by the Selectmen)
Article defeated
24. To see if the Town will vote to reconstruct a portion of Ferrin Road and to withdraw a sum not to
exceed $10,000 (Ten Thousand dollars) from the Town Roads Capital Reserve Fund for that purpose.
(Recommend by the Selectmen)
Amendment: To see if the Town will vote to reconstruct a portion of Ferrin Road and to
withdraw a sum not to exceed $20,000 (Twenty thousand dollars) from the Town Roads Capital Reserve
Fund for that purpose.
Amendment defeated
Article passed
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,046 (Two thousand forty-six
dollars) to pay for certain studies of electric load profiles within the Town and other related research
in furtherance of the possible aggregation of the Town's and/or its residents' and businesses' electric
loads in the NHMA Pooled Energy Plan in preparation for deregulation of the electric industry in New
Hampshire.
Article passed
2 . To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town Charges for the ensuing year and
make appropriations of the same.
Amendment: To increase 4191 from $2700 to S3700
To increase 4589 from $2275 to S5275
To increase 3353 from 40,000 to $52,000
To reduce 3916 from $62,605 to S62S0.50
Amendment passed
Article passed




A true copy attest:
Dated:
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE





To the inhabitants of the Town of Chichester in the County of Merrimack in said State, qualified to vote
in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Grange Hall In said Chichester on Tuesday,
the 9th day of March, 1999 next at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following subjects:
1 . To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing. (Ballot)
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 to allow official ballot voting on all issues before the
Town of Chichester, New Hampshire? (By petition)
Article 2 through article 20 will be considered at the second session of the Annual
Town Meeting on Saturday, March 13, 1999, beginning at 10 o'clock in the forenoon
at the Grange Hall.
2 . To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town Charges for the ensuing year and
make appropriations of the same. (Budget)
3. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $2,400.00 (Two thousand four hundred
dollars) to purchase a computer for the Police Department with the moneys being raised in the
following manner. $1200.00 (One thousand two hundred dollars) to be taken from the Police
Department Computer Capital Reserve Fund and the remaining $1200.00 (One thousand two hundred
dollars) to be raised through taxes. Recommended by the Selectmen.
4. To see if the Town will vote to withdraw the sum not to exceed $15,000 (Fifteen thousand dollars)
from the Town Facilities Capital Reserve Fund to renovate the town office. Recommended by the
Selectmen.
5. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 31:95-c to restrict 100 percent of revenues from ambulance
billing to expenditures for the purposes of rescue vehicle replacement, or refurbishment, and rescue
equipment purchase and replacement. Such revenues and expenditures shall be accounted for in a
special revenue fund to be known as the Rescue Vehicle and Equipment Fund, separate from the General
Fund. Any surplus in said fund shall not be deemed part of the General Fund accumulated surplus and
shall be expended only after a vote by Town Meeting to appropriate a specific amount from said fund for
a specific purpose related to the purpose of the fund or source of revenue, (ballot vote)
6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $24,398.00 (twenty-four thousand three
hundred ninety-eight dollars) to be placed in the Rescue Vehicle and Equipment Fund and to authorize
the use/transfer of the December 31, 1998 unreserved-undesignated fund balance for this purpose.
(This amount reflects the receipts from 1998 ambulance billing and will be placed in the new fund
created in the prior article.) Recommended by the Selectmen
10
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $24,398.00 (Twenty-four thousand, three
hundred ninety-eight dollars) to be placed in the Rescue Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund and to authorize
the use/transfer of the December 31, 1998 unreserved-undesignated fund balance for this purpose.
(This amount reflects the receipts from 1998 ambulance billing. This article addresses the existing
Capital Reserve Fund and will not be needed if the previous two articles are approved.) Recommended
by the Selectmen
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $5,000.00 (Five thousand
dollars) for the purchase of a cardiac defibrillator machine, and to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw
such funds from the Rescue Vehicle and Equipment Fund. Recommended by the Selectmen
9. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Forestry Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 and to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 (Two thousand dollars) for
said fund. The purpose of this fund shall be the purchase and/or refurbishment of vehicles for
woodland fire fighting. Recommended by the Selectmen
1 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $90,000(Ninety thousand dollars) to be
added to the following capital reserve funds and to authorize the use/transfer of $45,000 (Forty-five
Thousand dollars) of the December 31, 1998 unreserved-undesignated fund balance for this purpose,
$45,000 (forty-five thousand dollars) to be raised in taxes. (Majority vote required) Recommended
by the selectmen:
Town Reappraisal
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed $110,000 (One
hundred ten thousand dollars) to construct a highway salt shed. $15,000 (Fifteen thousand dollars) to
be withdrawn from the Town Facilities Capital Reserve Fund and $95,000 (Ninety five thousand
dollars) to be raised in taxes. Recommended by the Selectmen.
17. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 79-A:25a to account for revenues received from the land use
change tax in a fund separate from the general fund? Any surplus remaining in the land use change tax
fund shall not be part of the general fund until such time as the legislative body shall have had the
opportunity at an annual meeting to vote to appropriate a specific amount from the land use change tax
fund for any purpose not prohibited by the law or by the constitution of this state. After an annual
meeting any unappropriated balance of the land use tax revenue received during the prior fiscal year
shall be recognized as general fund revenue for the current fiscal year. (By petition)
18. To see if the Town will vote to establish a School and Recreation Fund to accept and disperse impact
fees ($1000/lot) from the Marden Farms development as agreed to at Public Hearing held July 7,
1998. The Chairman, Conservation Commission and Chairman, Chichester School Board will be jointly
responsible for allocating said funds to deserving projects. (By petition)
19. To see if the Town will withdraw $15,000 (Fifteen thousand dollars) from the Town Roads
Capital Reserve Fund to finish Ferrin Road. Recommended by the Selectmen.
20. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 9th day of February, in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and ninety-nine.
A true copy of the Warrant - Attest
i^2:^ti^^5S_-^^6-2^o?
Frederick Fenton Fredericl< Fenton





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
BUDGET OF THE TOV\fN/CITY
QP_
CHICHESTER
Appiopriatioiifl anJ Eftimatea of Revenue (or tke Ensuing Year Januaiy 1, "9 to December 31, 99
or Fiscal Year From tty
IMPORTANT:
Please reaa RSA 32:5 applicame to all municipalities.
1. Use tkis form to list the entire budget in tne appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This
means the operating Dudget and all special and individual warrant articles must te posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. when completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on
fue with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the above address.
DATE: February 2, 199 9
GOVERNING BODY (SELECTMEN)
Please sign in ink.
WARRANT
Budaet Towm/Clty of CHICHESTER 99
1
Budget - Towm/Clty off
u-in^ncoiEi\
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR.
Appropriations Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRUTIONS
Prior Year As Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Approved by DRA Prior Year (RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED);
SANITATION cont. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
|«326-4329|s»waQ« Coll. t Disposal t Oth«r |
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4331
Budget - Towrn/Clty off CHICHESTER FY 99
Appropriations
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Ye«r As
AccL# (RSA 32:3.V) ART.# Approved by DRA
Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Pr>--Year (RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)
DEBT SERVICE cont. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
9|oth»r D«bt STvic nn




Special wmrrant artidaa ara dafinad In RSA 32:3,VI, aa approprxatlona 1) in patitionad warrant artielaa; 2) approprlationa
raiaad by bonds or notaa; 3) appropriation to a aaparata fund craatad piirauant to law, such as capital raaarva funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation dasignatad on tha warrant as a spacial articla or as a nonlapsing or nontransfarabla
articla.
Buda«t - Tewn/Cltyof Chichester 1222.
























Shooting Sports Supply (supplies)
Staples
Ann L. Emerson (reimb.phone, film)
Richard Walter, Jr (reimb., witness fees)
Ronald Parlangeli (witness fees)
John Martell (witness fees, mileage)
Fingerprint Equip. Labs
Merrimack Cty. Attorney (prosecution)
NH Treasurer (radar calibration, repair)
Center of NH (conference)
CED (door buzzer)
Keith Yeaton (payroll)
Kustom Signals, Inc. (radar unit)
Ossipee Mtn. Electronics (radio)
























































Concord Sand & Gravel
Dave's Mobile Pressure Wash
CED























































































































Antonio & Carol Araujo Trust (Motor vehicle)
Judith Corson (Motor vehicle)
Lloyd Kendall (Motor vehicle)
Peter Hammen (Motor vehicle)
Richard Debold (Motor vehicle)













































































Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street » Concord . New Hampshire • 03301-5063 » 603-225-6996 . FAX-224-nsn
INDEPENDENTA UDITOR 'S REPORT




We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of Chichester as
of and for the year ended December 31, 1998 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose
financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
Except as discussed in the following paragraph, we conducted our audit in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Government Accounting Standards Board Technical Bulletin 98-1, Disclosures about Year 2000 Issues,
requires disclosure of certain matters regarding the year 2000 issue. The Town of Chichester has
included such disclosures in Note 6C. Because of the unprecedented nature of the year 2000 issue, its
effects and the success of related remediation efforts will not be fully determinable until the year 2000
and thereafter. Accordingly, insufficient audit evidence exists to support the Town of Chichester's
disclosures with respect to the year 2000 issue made in Note 6C. Further we do not provide assurance
that the Town of Chichester is or will be year 2000 ready, that Town's year 2000 remediation efforts
will be successful in whole or in part, or that parties widi which Town does business will be year 2000
ready.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of
Chichester has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be
recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
31
Town of Chichester
Independent Auditor's Communication of Reportable Conditions and Other Matters
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, along with the effects of such adjustments, if any, as might have been determined
to be necessary had we been able to examine evidence regarding year 2000 disclosures, as noted above,
the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Town of Chichester, as of December 31, 1998, and the results of its operations
and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements
of the Town of Chichester taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements
listed as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not
a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Chichester. Such information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
January 8, 1999 U
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SCHEDULE A-1
TOWN OF CHICHESTER, NEWHAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement ofEstimated and Actual Revenues






Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Total Taxes
Licenses and Permits
Business Licenses, Permits and Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees



















Trust Funds 6.260 1.000 (5.260)
Total Other Financing Sources 33.520 28.260 ("5.260)
Total Revenues and Other Financing Sources 3,037,570 $3.202.729 $ 165.159
Unreserved Fund Balance Used To Reduce Tax Rate
Total Revenues, Other Financing
Sources and Use of Fund Balance
33
SCHEDULE A-2
TOWN OF CHICHESTER, NEWHAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement ofAppropriations and Expenditures
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1998
SCHEDULE A-2 (Continued)
TOWN OF CHICHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement ofAppropriations and Expenditures
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1998
SCHEDULE A-3
TOWN OF CHICHESTER, NEWHAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Changes in Unreserved - Undesignated Fund Balance
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1998
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance - January 1 $218,641
Deduction
Unreserved Fund Balance Used




Revenue Surplus (Schedule A-1) $ 165,159
Unexpended Balance of
Appropriations (Schedule A-2) 70.626
1998 Budget Surplus 235,785
Unreserved - Undesignated
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TREASURER'S REPORT
TOWN OF CHICHESTER, NH
JANUARY 1, 1998 - DECEMBER 31, 1998
CASH ON HAND. JANUARY 1. 1998 $ 659,617.!
TAX COLLECTOR:
1998:
Property Tax (1) $1,162,536.26
Property Tax Interest (1) 2,523.56
Property Tax (2) 1,215,090.57
Property Tax Interest (2) 183.71
Yield Tax 11,126.71
Yield Tax Interest 244.32
Current Use 11,520.00




Property Tax (1) 34,145.52
Property Tax Interest (1) 2,124.12
Property Tax (2) 86,279.39
Property Tax Interest (2) 2,119.84
Yield Tax 605.84
Yield Tax Interest 91.47
Current Use 7,000.00








Motor Vehicle PermKs 231,244.00













2 CDs Matured 100,000.00
interest on CDs 3,036.84
Transferred from 2 CDs 100,000.00
Loan 300.000.00
38
Treasurer's Report -2- December 31, 1998
SELECTMENS' OFFICE RECEIPTS:
#3230- Building Permits $ 2,805.00
#3290-Other Licenses- Permits-Fees 201.96
#3351-Shared Revenue 46,344.47
#3352-Room & iVIeals 30,780.92
#3353-Higliway Block Grant 52,346.38













Board of Adjustment 248.42
Misc. impact Fees 1,000.00
COPS Direct Deposit 12,032.00
Ambulance (Direct Deposit) 24,398.31
#3503-3509-Cable-NHMA-CFNH 16,106.61
#3916-Trust & Agency Funds 9,260.00 204.023.47
TOTAL RECEIPTS AND CASH ON HAND $4,521,250.95
Less: Orders Drawn by Selectmen 4.073.919.72
CASH ON HAND. DECEMBER 31. 1998 $ 447.331.23
********
INVESTMENT ACCOUNTS
BANK OF NEW HAMPSHIRE - 2 CDs $ 210.406.13
MBIA ACCOUNT. January 1, 1998 $ 12,986.73
Interest 681.34
MBIA ACCOUNT . December 31, 1998 $ 13.668.07
FLEET ACCOUNT. January 1, 1998 $ 1,302.13
interest 31.50
FLEET ACCOUNT. December 31, 1998 $ 1.333.63
********
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
CASH ON HAND. January 1. 1998 $ 7,127.58
Interest
CASH ON HAND. December 31. 1998 $ 7.301.19







TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT ivis-e i
For tke Municipality of CHICHESTER _ Year Endixig _1998
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT ms-6 i









PM Development Trust 812.69
Raymond, Carol 2,694.16
Steed, Richard 1,453.42
Tepper, E Scott & Pamela Map 4 Lot 1-2 520.63
Topouzoglou, John & Efegenia Map 9 Lot 107 1,375.45
Map 9 Lot 116 273.93





Barrett Family Properties Inc 9,951.32
Bates, John & Edith Map 1 Lot 19 85.23
Map 1 Lot 21 2,558.36
Map 1 Lot 21A 15.25





Daroska, Norman & Kelley 840.20
Daroska, Norman 484.26
Fay Reality Trust 9,609.92




Booth, Linda Map 8 Lot 48 586.75
Map 9 Lot 4 513.73
O'Brien, Edward & Vicki Map 3 Lot 43 3,331,32
Map 3 Lot 45 2,167.38
Perron, Victor 786.56




Klemick, Robert & Marie 929.35
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
For the Year Ending December 31, 1998
Motor Vehicle Permits
01f|trljcshr 3^aItrE BBparimgnt
1998 was a very busy year for us. It seems that as each year
passes activity increases. I guess it's just a sign of the times.
I have included a breakdown of the most common activities with
this report.
We purchased a 1998 Ford cruiser to replace the 1993 Ford cruiser.
We also changed the graphics on the
doors of the new cruiser. We've had
a lot of nice comments on the new look.
We have now spent our first full year
in our new office area and still enjoy
the room and space.
In March of 1998 we put $1200.00 into
a Capital Reserve Fund to use toward
a computer for the police department.
In 1999 we will ask for balance of
funds to purchase the computer. A
computer will be the biggest boon to
the members since moving to larger
quarters. It will definitely help with
report writings/ investigations research/ and preservation of all
files. It will also make retrieval much easier. One of the things
we need to strive for is all of us doing reports/ etc. in the same
manner. Right now without a computer half our retrieval efforts
are just digging until we find what we're looking for.
We look forward to serving you in 1999 and as always we invite
your visits to the department and please never feel that your call
is not important to us.
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1998 ACTIVITIES - INVESTIGATIONS/INCIDENTS
The department had a total of 107 arrests of which 91 resulted in
criminal action being taken and 16 were either protective custody/
arrests or arrests on either bench warrants or warrants from other
agencies
.
We issued 134 motor vehicle summons and 351 motor vehicle warnings.
We investigated 81 motor vehicle accidents, engaged in 139 department
assists and conducted 195 house vacation house checks.
Following is a breakdown of some of the activities involved;
ASSAULTS 12
BAD CHECKS 21
BUSINESS/HOME ALARM RESPONSES 41
CONDUCT AFTER ACCIDENT 41




DISOBEYING A POLICE OFFICER 6
DISORDERLY CONDUCT 3
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED 27
HARASSMENT (INC. PHONE CALLS) 44
MISSING PERSONS 7
NEIGHBORHOOD/FAMILY DISPUTES 28












MOTOR VEHICLE RELATED NOT LISTED ABOVE 59
From the activity above 22 incidents involved domestic violence




Each officer is known for
Is to be there when we need them
To help enforce the law
Because the world is changing so
Tough times, more drugs, more stress
Each time an officer reports for work
They must be at their best
The risks involved are many
And notjust theirs alone
They make quick and tough decisions
Facing dangers, some unknown
They are often taken for granted
Though theirjobs some days prove rough
A job deserving ofpride and respect
Which they don 't get often enough
Let's praise our many officers
And thank them forjobs well done
You can 't know just how much it means
Unless, of course, you're one...
Po«ti7 by IUuTe«ii Phllbrook ®
Ann L. Emerson Richard Walter John Martell
Joseph Orlando Ron Parlangeli Keith Yeaton
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ROAD AGENT'S REPORT
This year we paved Pleasant St. and Lane Rd. We also started
to open up the rest of Ferrin Rd. We ditched and graveled some
of the roads.
This coming year we will continue to ditch and gravel the
roads. We hope to pave a few more roads too.
Thank you again for your continued support.
;/f




63 Years ofService to Our Community
Members of your Community Fire-Rescue Department have completed another year full
of activities. From answering emergency calls, to training, to supporting and participating in
community activities, the members of this Department have given of their time and energy.
A highlight of this year was our Awards Night and Banquet which was held in October.
Among the awards presented that evening were Department Commendations made to personnel
who efforts resuhed in the difference between life and death at two particular accidents we
responded to this year. Also presented were Service Awards to 25 Department personnel who
have given a cumulative total of 516 years of service to the Town and Department. Special
awards were given to Alvin Towle and Waher Sanborn for 60 years of service, Theodore Bailey
for 50 years of service, and Edward Drew and Ernest Randall for 40 years of service. Two
Founding Members of the Department, Alvin Towle and Scott Edmunds were able to be in
attendance
The Department has had several new personnel join our ranks this year. These members,
along with existing personnel have participated in many hours of training. There is a training or
meeting nearly every Monday evening of the year. In addition to these training's, many members
have participated in additional training including Hazardous Materials, Fire Investigation, Incident
Command, Fire Command Operations, Emergency Medical Technician, and many other subjects.
During the year, five department officers traveled to the National Fire Academy in Emmisttsburg,
Maryland to take classes to improve their skills. The National Fire Academy is a premier training
facility, and as a community we should be grateful for the privilege our officers to have to attend
classes there. We should also be grateful to our members for their willingness to go, as these
classes are a one-week resident course, and most must dip into their vacation time in order to
make the trip.
Our joint effort with the Loudon Fire Department in providing ambulance service to our
Towns continues to operate smoothly. This effort has helped foster a closer relationship between
the members of our Departments.
This past year has seen a change in several pieces of Department apparatus. While
returning from a call this spring, the motor went in the 1967 Jeep forestry truck, which was on
loan from the State ofNew Hampshire. As we did not wish to invest the money necessary to
repair this truck, it was returned to the State. Just prior to this mechanical failure, we had decided
to surplus the 1953 Dodge forestry truck, but with the loss of the Jeep it was decided to keep the
Dodge. We are asking to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for the future replacement of a forestry
vehicle. In May the Department took possession ofthe old 1993 police cruiser. This
vehicle is used for various purposes to provide transportation in place of department members
using their own vehicles. In December, the new pumper, approved at Town Meeting, arrived and
after a period of training was placed in service on January 11*. The 1974 tanker, which was
ultimately replaced by this truck, was traded in to the supplier of the new truck, but re-sold locally.
We hope to have an open house in the future for you to come and view your new truck.
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During Fire Prevention Week in October, Department members made several visits to local
schools to promote the fire safety message. We also hosted an Open House at the Fire-Rescue
building, which was well attended.
I again would like to thank the Chichester Firefighters Association, which is made up of
Department members, for their generous financial and physical support of both Department and
Community activities. Some of these include the purchase of a cold water rescue suit for the
Department, organization of a benefit dinner for the Paul Vien family, the sponsorship of a youth
baseball team, and assisting the Old Home Day committee.
I would like to take opportunity to thank my father, Walter Sanborn for his 37 years of
service as the Town Forest Fire Warden. If he had a quarter for every fire permit he has written he
would probably be a millionaire Checking on smokes, non-permit fires, and patrolling the back
roads during days of high fire danger, he has been faithfiil to his duty Thanks Dad.
The Fire-Rescue Department would ask your support of our Town Meeting Warrant
articles, and are available to answer any questions you might have about them
We hope you have enjoyed our "Meet a Member" articles in the Suncook Sun As you have
seen, our Department is comprised of people just like you, who have committed to making a
difference in their community If you would like more information about joining our department
please contact any of us.
Respectfijlly submitted,
Paul W Sanborn, Fire Chief
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[999 Chichester Fire Department Budget Proposal - Account # 4221





33.04 Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact
33.05 Memberships / dues
33.06
33.07
33.08 Fire Station - Supplies
33.09 Fire Station - Maintenance / repairs
33.10 Fire Station - Office
33 1 1 Communications - Telephone
33. 12 Communications - Radio repair
33. 13 Communications - Pager upgrade
33 14 Communications - Mobile/Port, upgrade
33.15 Apparatus - Maintenance
33. 16 Apparatus - Fuel
33. 17 Apparatus - Repairs / Parts
33. 18 Training - Courses / tuituions
33. 19 Trainmg - Training aids / supplies
33.20 Training - Student materials
33 21 EMS -Supplies
33.22 EMS - hnmunizations
33.23 EMS - Trainmg
33.24 SCBA - Parts / repair
33.25 SCBA - Testing / certification
33.26 Equipment testing, repair & replacement
33.27 Misc.
33.28 Major Equipment Account
33.29 Fire Prevention Education
33.30 Turnout Gear & Uniforms
33.31 Medical Exams
General Expense Total
Fire Department Total - All Accounts
'8 approved
1999 Chichester Fire Department - Ambulance Budget Proposal - Account #4215
Payroll
On-call coverage (26 weeks) $ 21 ,372.00




Fuel Total $ 950.00
Oxygen
Oxygen refills $ 250.00
Cylinder rental $ 150.00
Oxygen Total $ 400.00
Medical Supplies
Disposable items $ 1 ,200.00
Non-disposable item replacement $ 800.00




Infection Control Total $ 350.00
Cellular Telephone
Monthly services $ 300.00
Usage charges $ 60.00
Cellular Telephone Total $ 360.00
Billing Services
Billing Services for est. 100 patients $ 1,800.00
Billing Services Total $ 1,800.00
Clothing
Purchase of 3-season EMS jackets $ 1.500.00
Clothing Total $ 1,500.00
Total for C.F.D. Ambulance $ 29,732.00
Subsidy to Loudon for Daytime Coverage $17,000.00
Total Proposed Budget for Ambulance Service $ 46,732.00
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33.04 Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Comf
33.05 Memberships / dues
33.06
33.07
33.08 Fire Station - Supplies
33.09 Fire Station - Maintenance / repairs
33.10 Fire Station - Office
33.11 Communications - Telephone
33.12 Communications - Radio repair
33.13 Communications - Pager upgrade
33.14 Communications - Mobile/Port, upg
33.15 Apparatus - Maintenance
33.16 Apparatus - Fuel
33.17 Apparatus - Repaijs / Parts
33. 1
8
Training - Courses / tuition's
33. 19 Training - Training aids / supplies
33.20 Training - Student materials
33.21 EMS - SuppUes
33.22 EMS - Immunizations
33.23 EMS - Training
33.24 SCBA - Parts / repair
33.25 SCBA - Testing / ceitification
33.26 Equipment testing, repair & replace
33.27 Misc.
33.28 Major Equipment Account
33.29 Fire Prevention Education















REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your
local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY outside
burning. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State
ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail.
Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are ten Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests and
Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with
forest fire suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire
and timber harvest laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws,
please call our office at 271-2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the
state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest
Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. Early in 1998 we
experienced an ice storm, which caused severe damage to forests ofNew Hampshire. This
damage created a greater potential fire hazard as well as safety hazards to many areas of the state.
Your local fire warden and Forest Rangers need your assistance in preventing wildfires in these
hard hit areas and throughout the State. If you need assistance or information dealing with ice
damaged woodlands, please call 1-800-444-8978.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract
aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from
local fire departments. This is a critical factor in controlling the size of wildland fires and
keeping the loss of property and suppression costs as low as possible.
1998 FIRE STATISTICS
(All Fires Reported tliru December 23, 1998)





Annual Report Of Building Official
The 1998 Permit activity showed a decrease over the 1997 level. Many inquiries were made
regarding building regulations in Chichester. There were a total of 47 building permits issued
compared to a total of 56 permits issued in 1997. The breakdown is as follows:
15 New dwellings
7 Dwelling additions or renovations
1 New commercial building
2 Commercial additions or renovations
Mobile home placement for elderly
Apartments added for elderly
10 Private garages
8 Barns or sheds
3 Miscellaneous
There was a decrease in new family dwellings ( from "22" in 1997 to "15" in 1998 .)
There were other inspections done which were not related to permits issued for this year or
other previously issued permits.
Building Permit forms are available in the lobby of the Town Offices or by contacting the
Building Inspector. Acquiring a blank Building Permit form prior to contacting the Building
Inspector assures that you will come ready with the required information. A building Permit cannot
be issued for a new family home or new commercial construction without an approved waste disposal
"septic" system from the State of New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Control Division and
a driveway design approval from the Town Road Agent.
The Town's current Building Codes are the 1996 BOCA Building and Fire Prevention codes,
the 1988 Life Safety Code, as well ay locally adopted codes which are more stringent. State law also
requires that all new structures as well as structures which are being improved to more than 50% of
their assessed value be in compliance with the NH State Energy code. The addition of bed or
bathrooms may also require your septic system to be reviewed.
The Building Inspector is available almost any time, if you have any quiestions regarding
work being done or you need an inspection do not hesitate to call. If hiring contractors you should






The Chichester Town Library building underwent a face lift
this year. During the March 1998 town meeting, the town approved
a warrant article to pay for renovations to the exterior of the
library. The renovations, including the installation of new
siding and windows, really make the library look nice. The work
was done by Tepper Contractors in a non-obtrusive manner, which
allowed the library to remain open during the whole process. The
v/orkmanship of Tepper Contractors was excellent. A special
thanks goes to the Teppers , who donated extra material and did
the work at a substantially lower price than the nearest bidder.
A special thanks also goes to Bruce Arey of Pittsfield Weaving
Company and Charles Hathaway of Concord Electric Company for
donating the electrical work done.
The library now has a computer dedicated to providing
internet access. The computer, purchased with Cablevision funds,
has allowed library patrons, both young and old, to use it for
research, web browsing, job searches and even viewing
Chichester's new web home page, which was prepared by Chichester
Central School students.
The library continues to work at improving services to its
citizens. In addition to internet access, we have two daily
newspapers The Union Leader and The Concord Monitor available at
the library.
Also added this year is a book/video/audio delivery and
pickup service for elderly citizens who find it difficult to get
to the library. A number of new magazine subscriptions have also
been added to circulation thanks, in part, to a number of patrons
and organizations who donated the subscriptions.
The statistics on the next page show heavy use of our
resources, which contributes to wear and additional costs,
especially replacement costs. We, the library trustees, welcome
comments for bettering the services we make available through the
library, keeping in mind that with added services comes increased
costs. Please feel free to contact our librarian or any of the
trustees with your comments. The trustees' meetings are held the
second Monday of each month and are open to the public. You may
be placed on the agenda by contacting the librarian prior to the
meeting.








The following is a list of people who have contributed their time in performing the
many tasks necessary to keep our library operating smoothly at a reduced cost. This list
does not include the many donors of money and materials, as space would not allow it.
To all donors and the volunteers listed, as well as those volunteers we neglected to list,












































































Medicaid / Social Security
Education































































Totals 21000 18.800 19235
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Chichester Town Library
Explanation of 1999 proposed budget by line item
Line item 1 ; (Salary) An annual increase of $ 1 500. This is part of a long term
goal, set by the trustees in 1 994 to bring the librarian's salary up to a somewhat
competitive level. The annual increase is calculated to make the salary competitive by
the time the present librarian retires. (Year 2010?)
Line item 2; (Medicaid/Social Security) An increase of $235. This increase is a
result of the increase in line item #1
Line item 3; (Education) A decrease of $500. This line item is for tuition and
related fees for formal education, seminars and training sessions attended by the librarian
and trustees.
Line item 4; (Programs / family passes) An increased of $50. This line item is for
expenses incurred for library sponsored programs and for the purchase of family passes to
local attractions.
Line item 5; (Supplies) An increased of $ 1 00. This line item is for office supplies
and paper items.
Line item 6; (Postage) A large part of this line item pays for notifying patrons of
overdue library materials.
Line item 7; (Equipment) This line item is for repairs to equipment such as the
copier, and purchasing items such as shelving, furniture, and furnishings.
Line item 8; (Telephone)
Line item 9; (Building maintenance) This item is for exterior / interior
maintenance of the building and grounds, and for janitorial supplies. The cost of bottled
water and a cooler is also included in this line item.
Line item 10; (Insurance) A $25,000 policy intended to replace a "core" collection of
books in case of a loss. Books are not covered in the town policy.
Line item 11; (Printing/advertising) A decrease of $10.
Line item 12; (Computer services) This item is for computer repairs and related
services including custom programing.
Line item 13; (Professional dues) An increase of $200. This item is for dues
to library related organizations and the SILC cooperative.
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Line item 14; (Collection development) An increase $425. This item is
for the purchase of books, videos, audios encyclopedias and other reference works as well
as magazine subscriptions.
Line item 15; (Collection preservation, maintenance and repairs) An increase of
$200. This item pays for book, audio, and video repairs, protective covers for books, and
video and audio cases.
Summary
This budget is an increase of $2200 over the 1998 budget. $1735 of this increase
is salary related. The remainder reflects actual 1998 costs incurred as a result of
increased costs of services and supplies.
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Report of the Chichester Historical Society
One of the requests of the Town last year was to have a security alarm installed in the Historical
Society building for protection of burglary of exhibits.
This priority has been accomplished by the installation of a burglar alarm in the downstairs of
the building by the Town and seems to work adequately as it has been activated several times since
installation.
It is tied into a central security alarm company who automatically calls the police when
activated.
One of our priorities now, is to acquire a computer in order to keep records and for historical use.
During the year, we had two special exhibits. One on a display of old toys and a current display of
America at War with exhibits of articles from the Civil War through the Desert Storm Conflict.
We have also received two special exhibits on loan from the Chichester Congregational Church
which are on display.
We are very pleased with the additional artifacts placed with the Historical Society during the
year.
We have accumulated a good amount of articles in the short years we have acquired a building for
Chichester history. We are rather disappointed at the lack of interest and attendance in supporting our
exhibits and special display subjects.
We have been opening the Historical building for viewing every first and third Tuesdays between
6:30 PM and 8:00 PM monthly and will open anytime by special request. Our regular meetings are held
bi-monthly, January, March, May, July, September and November on the second Thursday of the month at
7:30 PM. Watch the paper for any special events or announcements.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF CHICHESTER
The Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association continues to offer three major health services to
the residents of Chichester: Home Care, Hospice and Community Health Services.
Home Care services respond to the health care needs of those patients with acute or chronic illnesses
that require skilled professional and para-professional care so they may return to or remain in their
homes. Emphasis is on promoting independence and maximum functioning of the patient within
the least restrictive setting.
Hospice services provide professional and para-professional services to the terminally ill patient
with a limited life expectancy. The goal is to enhance the quality of the patient's remaining life by
helping he/she remain at home in comfort and dignity. Emphasis is on pain and symptom
management and skilled intervention to meet the patient's special physical, emotional and spiritual
needs.
In April of 1994 Hospice expanded its services to provide residential care with the opening ofNew
Hampshire's first Hospice House. To date, this house has provided a home to approximately 400
terminally ill residents.
Community Health services include health education, health maintenance and preventive health
services. The program includes preventive care, adult and senior health, child health. Baby's First
Homecoming, immunizations for all ages, school linked clinics, parent education and support,
health education, nutritional counseling.
Community Health includes health promotion services which focus on the low and marginal income
families and individuals to prevent illness by professional assessment and screening for health risks
and needs, by early intervention to prevent, eliminate, or minimize the impact of illness and/or
disability, and by anticipatory guidance and health teaching. Emphasis is on promoting healthy
children, families and individuals tlirough early intervention and health teaching. Services rendered
in the clinic setting are: child health, adult screening, and immunizations. Home visits are made in
crisis situations or when needed health care cannot be given in the clinic. Senior health services are
provided at congregate housing sites.
Professional and para-professional hourly home services are provided on a private fee-for-service
basis. Health education and instmction are part of each home visit or clinic visit.
Anyone in Chichester may request service; patient, doctor, health facility, pastor, friend or neighbor.
All requests are answered, but continuing iiome care will only be provided with a physician's order.
A call to Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association (224-4093) is all that is necessary to start
services or make inquiries. The CRVNA office is open Monday through Friday from 7:30am to
5:00pm. A nurse is on call for hospice and home care patients; (224-4093) 4:30pm - 7:30am daily.
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Annual Report Town of Chichester
Page 2
Federal regulations specify a charge is applicable to all visits. Fees are scaled for the individual
without health insurance and/or who is unable to pay the full charge. However, to fee scale, federal
regulations require a financial statement be completed by the patient or responsible person. Town
monies subsidize those visits that are scaled or that no fee is collectible.
This agency is certified as a Medicare/Medicaid Provider, licensed by the State ofNew Hampshire,
accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) and is
a member agency of the United Way of Merrimack County.
Total visits made during October 1, 1997 through September 30, 1998:
No of Clients
UNH Cooperative Extension provides Merrimack County residents with research-based
education and practical information, enhancing their abiUty to make informed decisions that
strengthen youth, families and communities, sustain natural resources, forests, wildlife and
agriculture, and improve the economy.
Because of our partnership with Merrimack County, the State ofNew Hampshire and the
Federal Government, we go by the special name ofUNH Cooperative Extension. In every
Merrimack County community this partnership is at work, increasing economic development,
enhancing the environment and developing human potential.
Merrimack County residents also benefit from statewide Extension programming. Among
these many local and state efforts are monitoring water quality in our lakes and rivers, reducing
the use of pesticides, parenting programs, 4-H and youth development programs, land use
management, food safety, forest stewardship, family finances, meeting the needs of low income
families, strengthening our communities, developing a strong volunteer base through our local
Advisory Council, Master Gardeners, Family Focus parenting volunteers and 4-H leaders, and
providing research-based information to citizens.
A major statewide Extension initiative, Strengthening New Hampshire Communities, has
impacted Merrimack County. County staff have worked with many communities in a variety of
ways. Community Profiles have been held in Henniker, Loudon and Pittsfield within the past two
years. This community event helps community members create a vision about what they want
their community to be like and then helps form action groups to work toward their goals. Follow
up support is available from UNH Cooperative Extension staff. If this community process might
be of interest to your community, contact the Merrimack County office for more informafion.
Other community efforts include after-school programs, teen assessment projects, land
use management planning, wellness teams, town office visits, master gardeners, working with
schools on maintenance of landscaped areas, and providing updated Extension publication
notebooks to all town libraries. A family resource center and after-school project in Boscawen
sees staff working with the community.
The staff in Merrimack County includes these Extension educators: Judith Bush, Debbie
Cheever, Nancy Evans, Tim Fleury, Kathleen Jaworski, Debbie Luppold, John Porter, David
Seavey, Marilyn Sullivan and three support staff Educators reach approximately 1.5 out of every
four families in the county.
Vish our office located at 315 Daniel Webster Highway, Boscawen (right next to the
Merrimack County Nursing Home). We're open Monday-Friday, 8 AM until 4 PM. Call us at
225-5505 and 796-2151 or find us on the web at HTTP://CEINFO.UNH.EDU.
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
1998 was a year of challenges for the Chichester School District. We succeeded in bringing about
progress on some fronts and were disappointed on others.
At Chichester Central School we operated our first public kindergarten during the 1997/98 school year. It
was housed in a leased temporary classroom. Last March the voters approved the construction of a new
permanent classroom. The addition was built over the summer and opened to the new kindergarten class in
September of 1998.
IVIrs. Sue Williams was the Acting Principal at Chichester Central School throughout the last school year.
The School Board is greatly appreciative of her willingness to take on the administrative burdens while
keeping the students uppermost in her mind. She also greatly assisted the new principal, Mrs. Pamela Stiles,
make a transition into the job during the summer. We thank Mrs. Williams for her long-time dedication to
education and to the children of Chichester in particular.
With the approval of the voters last March, we entered into a three-year contract agreement with the
teachers. We also established for the first time an hourly wage scale for classroom teacher's aides that now
provides a logical and consistent basis for their compensation. This means that the oftentimes divisive
process of negotiating salaries and benefits can be set aside and the staff and Board can focus on improving
programs. To assist with that task, voters approved considerably increased funds for in-service teacher
training activities. These monies were well used by the staff last year.
We have already made some changes. For the first time we have a foreign language being taught at the
elementary school. We have been able to do this by collaborating with the Epsom School Board in hiring a
Spanish teacher who splits her time between the Chichester and Epsom schools. We also were able to retain
the part-time services of a Technology Coordinator in a similar manner. Such cooperation between
neighboring school districts is a cost-effective way of providing needed services in our small school.
More needs to be done. In particular, while we can be proud of our students individually, we should
reflect on their achievement overall. On average, our students - at both elementary and high school levels - do
not do as well on the state's standardized tests as we, the community's adults, should hope and expect. As
parents and as citizens we need to raise our expectations for our children. They may be satisfied with their
performance if we keep the bar low. Our collective challenge is to raise the bar and help them do better.
The School Board has adopted goals that relate to this challenge. We should insist on classroom planning
that builds on each student's unique strengths while meeting his or her greatest learning needs - not just for
special education students but for all students. For this purpose the Board has endorsed a new experimental
Individual Student Plan. We need to ensure that the 900 hours a student spends in school each year are wisely
allocated to learning activities and direct student-teacher interaction. We also need to find new ways to
measure the progress and achievement of our students from year to year. If we can't measure progress, we'll
never know if we made any.
We have tried many ways to ensure a clean, healthy, and adequate water supply for Chichester Central
School. The well that was dug last year suffered from the summer's drought. We continue to look for
solutions to this perennial problem.
The classroom facilities at Chichester Central School remain inadequate. When a proposed bond issue for
a 4-classroom school addition was rejected by the voters two years ago, the need for that space did not
disappear. Music classes are still taught on the stage in the acoustically-challenged multi-purpose room. The
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art program has been without its own classroom for some years. Two years ago we divided some space out of
a first grade classroom to house the reading program. And last year we had to divide one of the middle-school
classrooms into two inadequate spaces with a moveable partition. Understanding the defeat of the 4-
classroom plan, the School Board will seek approval of a 2-classroom addition to solve at least some of the
problems.
Since 1969 Chichester School District has sent its high school students to Pembroke Academy. In recent
years there has been some discontent in our community about the quality of education at Pembroke Academy.
There has been even more widespread discontent with the governance arrangement whereby we pay for the
education of our high school students without any voting participation in decisions about the school.
Following the discussion of this topic at last year's school district meeting we appointed a committee to
explore our options for the future. We hope to find ways to encourage better educational programs at
Pembroke Academy or to find an alternative.




How do we motivate all students to an appreciation of the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards of learning,
and of higher levels of educational performance? What additional measures are necessary to make the
lowest performing and least well-served students believe in themselves and enhance their desire for
academic success?
2. How do we build a community-wide consensus on clear performance goals for students and the
schools, and on the measures that will be used to indicate progress toward those goals?
3. How do we strengthen our system of accountability such that producing outstanding student
performance is the primary focus for al! participants in the system?
4. How do we structure, organize and manage our schools as places where every student is valued and
can be successful, and where responsibility, authority, and accountability for performance are more
clearly assigned?
5. How do we motivate and reassure involved parents and families who want to do more to support their
children's education? What must we do to re-engage discouraged and/or apathetic parents and
families who are not adequately involved in their children's education?
6. How do we create and retain outstanding leadership for transformational change in our district and
how do we promote and reward innovation and risk-taking at every level of the public school system?




MINUTES OF THE CHICHESTER SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 7, 1998
The annual meeting of the Chichester School District was called to order by Moderator Marsh at
10:05 A.M. on March 7, 1998 at the Chichester Central School Multi-Purpose room.





School Administrative Unit #53 Official:
David Dziura, Assistant Superintendent
Chichester Interim Principal:
Sue Williams
Chichester School District Clerk:
Carol Egan
A moment of silence observed by approximately 80 people, also the Pledge of Allegiance. A
motion was made and seconded to put on the floor the proposed rules for school and town district
meetings. Moderator Peter Marsh read the ground rules for the meeting. A motion was made by P.
Prescott and seconded by J. Jordan to accept the rules, motion carries.
A motion was made by J. West and seconded by H. MacCleery to allow the non-residents to speak
during the meeting. Moderator Marsh called for action on the warrant as follows:
Article 1: TO HEAR THE REPORTS OF AGENTS, AUDITORS, COMMITTEES, OR
OFFICERS CHOSEN, AND TO PASS ANY VOTE RELATING THERETO.
Motion made by S. MacCleery and seconded by D. Kenneally to accept Article 1 as read.
MOTION CARRIES VOICE VOTE
Article!: SHALL THE SCHOOL DISTRICT ACCEPT THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 198:20B
PROVIDING THAT ANY SCHOOL DISTRICT AT AN ANNUAL MEETING MAY
ADOPT AN ARTICLE AUTHORIZING INDEFINITELY, UNTIL SPECIFIC
RESCISSION OF SUCH AUTHORITY, THE SCHOOL BOARD TO APPLY FOR,
ACCEPT AND EXPEND, WITHOUT FURTHER ACTION BY THE SCHOOL
DISTRICT, UNANTICIPATED MONEY FROM A STATE, FEDERAL OR OTHER
GOVERNMENTAL UNIT OR A PRIVATE SOURCE WHICH BECOMES
AVAILABLE DURING THE FISCAL YEAR.
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Motion made by R. MacCleery and seconded by P. Prescott to accept Article 2 as written.
MOTION CARRIES VOICE VOTE
Article 3: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD
TO ACCEPT GIFTS AND DONATIONS FROM ANY SOURCE ON BEHALF OF
TFIE SCHOOL DISTRICT.
Motion made by R. MacCleery and seconded by S. MacCleery to table Article 3.
MOTION CARRIES VOICE VOTE
Article 4: BY PETITION: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE UP TO THE SUM OF SIX FIUNDRED FORTY THOUSAND EIGHT
HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE ($640,825) DOLLARS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
CONSTRUCTING, FURNISHING, AND EQUIPPING A NEW ADDITION TO THE
CHICHESTER CENTRAL SCHOOL (SCHOOL BOARD DOES NOT RECOMMEND
APPROVAL)
Motion was made by R. MacCleery and seconded by P. Prescott to bring Article 4 to the
floor. Motion carries. Renee Brooks explains citizens petition. The floor was opened to
further discussion. School board explained reasons for not recommending Article 4.
Motion made by H. MacCleery and seconded by K. Carr to call the question. Article 4
will have a show of hands vote.
ARTICLE 4 DEFEATED 4 in favor, 68 opposed
Article 5: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF UP TO $5,000 FROM SURPLUS TO FUND BALANCE TO BE ADDED TO THE
SPECIAL EDUCATION TRUST FUND PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED, AND TO
AUTHORIZE THE USE/TRANSFER OF UP TO $5,000 FROM THE JUNE 30, 1998
FUND BALANCE FOR THIS PURPOSE (SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDS
APPROVAL.)
Motion made by H. MacCleery and seconded by P. Prescott to put Article 5 on the floor.
Motion carries.
Motion made by H. MacCleery and seconded by P. Prescott to accept Article 5 as written.
MOTION CARRIES VOICE VOTE
Article 6: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO APPROPRIATE UP TO THE SUM OF
$147,405, AND TO RAISE BY GENERAL TAXATION $36,851 OF THAT FIGURE,
FOR TFE PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTING, FURNISHING AND EQUIPPING A
NEW ONE CLASSROOM KINDERGARTEN ADDITION TO CHICHESTER
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CENTRAL SCHOOL. THE ADDITION WILL ALLOW FOR THE REMOVAL OF
THE MODULAR UNIT IN FRONT OF THE SCHOOL BUILDING AND FOR A






Motion was made by R. MacCleery and seconded by Morrison to accept Article 10 as
amended, bottom line to read $2,467,933.
MOTION CARRIES VOICE VOTE
Article 11: TO CHOOSE AGENTS AND COMMITTEES IN RELATION TO ANY SUBJECTS
EMBRACED IN THE WARRANT.
Motion was made by Fenton and seconded by Morrison to pass over Article 1 1 until
March 10, 1998 at 10;00 A.M.
MOTION CARRIES VOICE VOTE
Article 12: TO TRANSACT OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE SAID
MEETING.
A motion was made by H. MacCleery and seconded by Morrison to adjourn school
district meeting at 1:15 P.M.
March 10, 1998
The polls were opened at 10:00 A.M. by Doug Hall for the purpose of voting.
The polls were closed at 7:00 P.M. and ballots were counted with the following results:
SCHOOL BOARD Paul Twomey 3 years
CLERK (write-in) Carol Egan 1 year
MODERATOR Peter Marsh 1 year
TREASURER Evelyn Pike 1 year





REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1997 to June 30, 1998
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1997 $ 53,622.01
Received from Selectmen 1 ,992,975.00
Revenue from State Sources 198,401 .22
Received from Other Sources 315,921.20
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 2,507,297.42
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $ 2,560,919.43
Less School Board Orders Paid 2,414,773.15





JULY 1, 1997 - JUNE 30, 1998
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BRENT W. WASHBURN, CPA
Route 9, Box 228
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Telephone (603) 224-6133
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL
STRUCTURE BASED ON AN AUDIT OF GENERAL PURPOSE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
The School Board
Chichester School District
Chichester, New Hampshire 03234
I have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Chichester School District as of and for
the year ended June 30, 1998, and have issued my report thereon dated December 5, 1998. I
conducted my audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government
Auditing Standards , issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. The attached Appendix is
an integral part of this report..
in planning and performing my audit, I obtained understanding of the Chichester School District's
internal control and assessed control risk in order to determine my auditing procedures for the purpose
of expressing my opinion on the financial statements. I also tested the Chichester School District's
compliance with laws, regulations, and other provisions of contracts and grants that could have a direct
and material effect on the financial statements.
I identified no material weakness in internal control and no instances of non-compliance that required
to be reported herein under Government .Auditing Standards . I noted certain control weaknesses and
immaterial instances of non-coiiiplia'ice that I included in the attached Appendix. However, my
consideration of the Chichester School District's internal control and my testing of its compliance with
laws, regulations, and provisions of contracts and grants were not designed to and did not provide
sufficient evidence to express an opinion on such matters and would not necessarily disclose all
matters that might be material weaknesses. Accordingly, I do not express an opinion on Chichester
School District's internal control or on its compliance with laws, regulations, and provisions of
contracts and grants.
This report is intended for the information of the Audit Committee, management, and federal awarding
agencies, pass through entities, and regulatory and legislative bodies.
I extend my thanks to the officials and employees of the Chichester School District for their assistance
during the course of my audit.
Brent W. Washburn
Decembers, 1998
Appendix on Internal Controls
This is an Appendix to the December 5, 1998 Chichester School District report on internal controls
and compliance based on an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards .
The following are items that came to my attention during the audit regarding the design and operations
of internal controls and compliance with laws, regulations, and other provisions of contracts and
grants:
1. Inventory of Fixed Assets
Criteria: Inventory of fixed assets represents a significant control tool in monitoring the School
District assets and is essential to prepare reliable financial statements.
Condition: The School District does not have a schedule of assets controlled by the School
District. Schedules of assets purchased by federal grants has been maintained.
Cause: The normal practice of governmental units in New Hampshire has been to expense the
fixed asset as purchase, and not to maintain any detail schedule of assets in use.
Recommendation: The District cause an inventory of these assets as soon as practical. The
existence of fixed asset records will not only aid district officials in their control of these
assets, but should be an invaluable tool in long range planning. General accepted accounting
principles require fixed asset reporting as part of the general purpose financial statements and
the audit opinion is being qualified due to the omission of this schedule.
Management Response: The School Board has budgeted monies in the Fiscal 1999/00 budget to
establish a Fixed Asset Tracking System.
2. Unsecured Cash
Criteria: The internal control procedures are designed to safeguard the assets of the School
District.
Condition: The bank balance as per the bank statements at times was over the amount insured by
federal bank deposit insurance. At one point during the year the balance reached $335,878.
Cause: The need for manageable request from the town for the money appropriated results in large
deposits, and large tuition bills result in large deposit balances.
Recommendation: The cash flow should be analyzed to insure that the cash balance is maintained
at its lowest possible amount. The School District has joined the New Hampshire Public
Deposit Investment Pool. The District has taken the practicable steps to reduce the risk of
uninsured deposit. No further steps are considered necessary.
Management Response: Discussions with School District Treasurer will continue in order to
maximize the use of the New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool as a cash flow tool.
3. Investment Policy
Criteria: RSA 197:23-a requires - "At least yearly the School Board shall review and adopt an
investment policy for the investment of public funds in conformance with the provisions of
applicable statutes."
Condition: The minutes of the board talked about the investments, but fell short of adopting a
policy as required.
Cause: The policy was not brought forth for an official vote.
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Chichester School District
Decembers, 1998
Page 2 of 3
Recommendation: An official vote of board be recorded in the minutes for the adoption of the
investment policy.
Management Response: The School Board will be reviewing a policy for adoption in the coming
months.
4. Capital Reserve Separation
Criteria: RSA 35-9 requires that monies in each capital reserve fund shall be kept separate and not
intermingled.
Condition: It appears that the two capital reserve accounts are included in one account.
Cause: The trustee only periodically receives capital reserve funds and the designation was not
with the check.
Recommendation: The capital reserve funds be separated into two separate accounts.
Management Response: Trustee of Trust Funds will be contacted to discuss correcting separation
of reserve funds. Future transfers of funds to trustee will include proper documentation.
5. Capital Projects
Criteria: Capital projects should have their own self balancing fund.
Condition: The capital project expenditures were included in the general fund construction
accounts rather than their own separate fund. The cash was kept separate in the New
Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool.
Cause: The capital project was not major construction, and it was complete with one physical year.
Recommendation: Capital projects in the future be account for in their own fund.
Management Response: A separate fund will be created for any future capital projects.
6. Grant Application
Criteria: The grant application contain relative information on requirements related to the grant
awards received.
Condition: The Consolidated Grant Application was not available for audit review.
Cause: The grant application may have been misfiled, or being used by one of the administrators
of the grants.
Recommendation: The federal funds bookkeeper maintain control of the grant applications and
have a sign out procedure for their usage.
Management Response: The federal funds bookkeeper has been directed to insure that a copy of
the consolidated Grant Application remains available in the proper file at all times.
7. Student Activities
Criteria: The activities in the student activity funds should be controlled in a manner sufficient to
document the source of funds appropriate fund, approved for expenditure, etc.
Chichester School District
Decembers, 1998
Page 3 of 3
Condition: The student activity funds are controlled at the discretion of the principal. There are no
guidelines or procedures as to accounting for the funds or what transactions are appropriate to
be included in the student activity fiinds.
Cause: The student activity funds have grown over the years in magnitude and complexity. The
district have many other area of concerns then student activity funds have not received a lot of
attention.
Recommendation: Policies and procedures be established for the student activity fiinds. Including a
periodical review of the fund balance. The funds were generated by the student and should be
used on behalf of the students rather than a reserve fund.
Management Response: The School Board approved a new Student Activities Funds Management
Procedure at the January 7, 1999 meeting.
School Lunch Sales
Criteria: The school lunch sale represents a significant portion of the food service revenue.
Accurate revenue data is essential to prepare reliable financial statements.
Condition: The food lunch director controls all aspects of the food service activities, including
collection and depositing of money, issuing of lunch tickets, statics of meals served, reporting
to State, etc.
Cause: The separation of duties is not practicable in this area, and the district has not invested in
control mechanisms at the point of sale.
Recommendation: This district investigate the feasibility of control procedures that would reconcile
the revenue received with the lunch tickets issued. The scope of the audit testing will be
limited to reconciling recorded receipts with the bank statement.
Management Response: While we recognize a potential for a problem, we believe the probability to
be remote.
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF CHICHESTER, QUALIFIED
TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Chichester Central School in said District on the 6th day of March,
1999 at 10:00 o'clock in the morning to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of three hundred three
thousand ($303,000) dollars for the purpose of constructing, furnishing and equipping a new addition to and
the renovation of the Chichester Central School. Three hundred three thousand ($303,000) dollars of such
sum to be raised through the issuance of bonds or notes under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance
Act (RSA Ch. 33:1 et seq.) as amended: to authorize the School Board to apply for, obtain and accept
Federal, State, or other aid, if any, which may be available for said project, and to authorize the School Board
to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and the
maturity and other terms thereof; and to authorize the School Board to take any other action or to pass any
other vote relative thereto.
School Board recommends approval.
2. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen, and to pass any vote
relating thereto.
3. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of twenty-eight thousand
eight hundred ($28,800.00) dollars for the purpose of contracting student transportation service for
Chichester high school students to and from Pembroke Academy during the regular school year.
School Board recommends approval.
4. If Article #3 does not pass: to see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of
four thousand ($4,000.00) dollars for the purpose of providing student transportation for high school students
of Chichester families in economic need to and from Pembroke Academy during the regular school year.
School Board recommends approval.
5. To see what sum of money the District will raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for
the payment of salaries and benefits for school district officials and agents and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District, inclusive of all funds appropriated in previous articles on this warrant.
6. To choose Agents and Committees in relation to any subjects embraced in the Warrant.
7. To transact other business that may legally come before said meeting.






CHICHESTER SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF CHICHESTER,
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Grange Hall in said District on the 9th day of
March, 1999 at 10:00 in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
The polls are to open at 10:00 A.M. and will close not earlier than 7:00 P.M.
All other School District business to be conducted at the regular School District meeting
as otherwise posted.







SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS REPORT
Much has been written and discussed concerning the causes and consequences of a growing
population of angry and troubled youth. Recently, however, the focus of educational psychologists and
sociologists has shifted from research on the behaviors and backgrounds of these "at risk" children and
teenagers to the study of young people who, by all accounts, are leading happy, healthy and responsible
lives. This research has identified key commonalities in the lives of well-adjusted children which
warrant close consideration by each community, school and family. These attributes have come to be
termed resiliency factors, traits which allow young people to withstand the problems and pressures of
life at the threshold of the millennium and to recover successfully when pitfalls occur.
Below you will find two lists summarized from research conducted by the Search Institute of
Minneapolis, Minnesota. The first itemizes and clarifies some of the major factors which help to
establish and nurture resiliency in our young people. These factors enhance their ability to make
healthy and reasoned decisions, to successfully recover from disappointment or even tragedy, and to
maintain an overall sense of optimism about their lives and futures. The second list is designed to assist
us in assessing our own parenting skills in conjunction with the factors which promote and sustain
resiliency in our children.
Resiliency Factors in Youth
Family life should supply high levels of love and support and an understanding that the young
person will meet high expectations. 'The young person should receive regular support and guidance
from non-parent adults. 'The young person should experience caring neighbors who take responsibility
for modeling and monitoring appropriate behavior. 'The schools should provide clear rules and
consequences, fairly and consistently enforced. "The young person's friends should model positive,
responsible behavior. 'The young person should seldom be out with "nothing special to do." "The
young person should be engaged in community and school youth programs, activities, sports and clubs.
•The young person should spend one or more hours per week in activities in a religious institution.
•The young person should complete one or more hours of homework and study each school day. 'The
young person should care about and seek involvement in his or her school and community. 'The young
person should be interested and actively engaged in learning. 'The young person should be truthful
even when it is not easy. 'The young person should seek to resolve conflict non-violently. 'The young
person should feel that he or she has some control over "things that happen to me." •The young person
should feel that life holds purpose and promise.
Checklist for Parents
Do I think of my children as people who have a right to my respect? 'Do I make them feel stupid,
inadequate or bad? •Do I humiliate them in front of others? 'Am I courteous to my children? 'Ami
consistent with my children? 'Do I set realistic expectations for each child? Do I ask too little or too
much? 'Do I set limits on behavior and consistently enforce them? •Do I let my children experience
adventure, risk, failure, frustration and discouragement so that they may learn to overcome adversity?
•Do I teach my child the meaning of the word consequence? • Is my home atmosphere often in a state
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of chaos or fear? 'Do I discourage my child from talking about feelings of anger, sadness, or fear?
•Am I openly affectionate with my children? Do I display appropriate affection in front of them? -Do
I always try to solve their problems for them? Make excuses? Accept their excuses? -Do I model
responsibility and good moral behavior for my children?
The Search Institute research sets an optimistic tone. It tells us that behaviors based upon common
sense and common courtesy make a profound difference. The ripple effect of what we expect and
accept from ourselves and our children reverberates into our communities and our schools, resulting






Chichester Central School opened its doors to students on September 2, 1998 with 249 students.
As of December 20, 1998 our school population was at 253.
This year we were pleased to welcome the following staff members to our school community:
Jacqueline Leathers Reading Specialist
Christine Ferguson Spanish Teacher
Laura Miller Technology Director
Brenda Wiswell Grade 4 Teacher
A reluctant farewell was said to Kathy Lombardi as she prepares for her upcoming wedding. Paul
Bourassa has moved on to teaching in Concord and Davis Richmond is pursuing higher education
opportunities. Cheryl Molleur is now our full-time kindergarten teacher in the beautiful new addition
to our building. The 22 children enrolled in the program enjoy a well-rounded program which
includes reading, writing, creative projects, art and music, blocks, and a reading buddy program.
The core curricular areas are undergoing some revisions and shifts. The N.H. frameworks outline
the proficiencies that are required at each identified grade level (3, 6, and 10). The science curriculum
will be completed this year with clear guidelines for science teachers in grades K-8. This "living
documenf will include a scope and sequence chart, a breakdown of each curriculum strand and
proficiencies expected at each grade, a technology component, sample lessons and available
enrichment. This year, the staff will also have AIMS (Activities Integrating Math and Science)
materials available (made possible by the PTO). These teacher-friendly lessons stress hands-on,
integrated instruction requiring students to engage in higher level thinking.
Grades 1-4 continue to use Saxon math. This program offers practice, drill, and nightly homework
to all students. The curriculum guide that will be written for math will include Saxon, but will also
include supplemental material in the form of manipulatives, math journals, and relevant application.
This year the second grade is piloting the individualized student plan (isp). The goal of the isp is
to identify student learning styles and to make opportunities available which will strengthen and
solidify learning. Together, the teacher and parents will determine a goal for the child. The isp will
follow the child from year-to-year to maximize learning.
The Reading Recovery Program is in its 5th year at Chichester Central School. Grade level bench
mark books are used to determine reading levels. Daily one-on-one instruction is individualized for
each student and progress is documented on a regular basis. Mrs. Leathers, our reading specialist, also
works in classrooms on an "as needed basis. Extra support is provided to those students in the higher
grade levels who have been identified as needing to strengthen specific areas of concern. Classroom
teachers are utilizing a program entitled "Accelerated Reader." Levelized reading books are used to
assist students at their current level of reading and to systematically and gradually build upon reading
and decoding skills. With the technological assistance of the Star Reader program, students and
teachers in grades 5 and 6 can track progress in reading comprehension on a daily basis. The N.H.
Assessment test clearly indicated that we must create more opportunities for writing across the
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curriculum. The staff is working on establishing rubrics (a systematic declaration of expectations
including standards of excellence, criteria, and indicators) and to make students aware of expectations.
Music, art and physical education are still working under less than optimum conditions. The space
shortage has greatly impacted what and when these subjects can be taught. Music shares the gym and
library on some days, art is on a cart (projects are stored on the floor in the hallways), and Spanish
goes into crowded classrooms. Specialists' materials are disrupted and cannot be secured; programs
are compromised due to a lack of space. The 8th grade continues to share a split room with a
moveable divider. This room does not meet state standards, does not allow for cooperative learning,
and is noisy even under the best conditions.
Technology is now an integral part of our curriculum. Internet is available in all classrooms and
our part-time technology director, Laura Miller, works with teachers to load and use new programs.
The school and district technology committees have been working to implement the technology plan.
The middle school program has experienced some changes to accommodate the continuing
assessment of the needs of our adolescents. Along with the core subjects, music, Spanish, physical
education, art, challenge math, study skills, and literature are taught during the week. This year
middle school students will be offered the opportunity to make a course selection choice that will serve
to augment and supplement the curriculum. Students may take part in the set-up of a school store,
become involved in the N H. Mock Trial, become a mentor for the lower grades, or build on
technology skills.
There are many people here who make learning better and lead by example The aides work
tirelessly with students in classroom settings and one-on-one situations; the parent volunteers, headed
up by Gloria Nardini, work in the classrooms, around the building, and on committees; the P.T.O.,
guided by Heather Barker and a "cracker jack" group of officers is a vehicle through which school-
related topics are shared and discussed. To all of the parents who serve on committees, coach sports,
and to all of those parents who help their children strive for excellence on a daily basis, we thank you.
Our building could not run without the dedicated group of support staff—custodians, lunch workers,
guidance, the nurse, and the school secretary.
I would like to thank the townspeople of Chichester for welcoming me and my family to town.
My two children have been "wide eyed" at seeing turkeys roosting on our deck and deer in the back
yard. It is a pleasure to serve as your Principal; working with parents, students, and community
members is rewarding and fulfilling. With your continued support, we will continue to offer enriching
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ENROLLMENT AT CHICHESTER CENTRAL SCHOOL
BY GRADES AS OF OCTOBER 1, 1998
GRADE
CHICHESTER STUDENTS ATTENDING PEMBROKE ACADEMY














































































































Births Registered in the Town of Chichester
For the Year Ending December 31 1998
Date
Deaths Registered in the Town of Chichester
For the Year Ending December 31, 1998
Date
Marriages Registered in the Town of Chichester
for the Year Ending December 31, 1998
Date
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CHICHESTER
Selectmen in the Town of Chichester since 1922
1922 Walter C. Batchelder
Hazen M. Leavitt
Leon A. Sanborn
1936 Edward S. Edmunds
Winfred J. Pickard
Clifton W. Stevens
1923 Hazen M. Leavitt
Leon A. Sanborn
Abraham L. West
1937 Winfred J. Pickard
CliftonW. Stevens
Shirley A. Marden
1924 Leon A. Sanborn
to Abraham L. West
1926 John C. Langmaid
1938 Clifton W. Stevens
Shirley A. Marden
Herbert G. West
1927 Leon A. Sanborn
to Abraham L. West







1929 Samuel C. Marden
Leon A. Sanborn
E. R. Dahm
1945 Shirley A. Marden
Herbert G. West
James A. Warren
1930 Leon A. Sanborn
to E. R. Dahm
























James C. Bates, Jr.
1934 Clifton W. Stevens
Charles R. Call
Edward S. Edmunds
1962 Jams A. Warren
James C. Bates, Jr.
Theodore G. Bailey
1935 Charles R. Call
Edward S. Edmunds
Winfred J. Pickard
1963 James C. Bates, Jr.
Theodore G. Bailey
Clifton Stevens
1964 Theodore G. Bailey
Clifton W. Stevens
James C. Bates, Jr.
1].2
1965 John C.Bates, Jr.
Richard Sanborn
William Cameron
1966 John C. Bates, Jr.
Theodore G. Bailey
William Cameron
1967 John C. Bates, Jr.
Theodore G. Bailey
William Cameron







John C. Bates, Jr.
William Cameron
Theodore G. Bailey





1972 James C. Bates, Jr.
Theodore G. Bailey
Ernest E. Gilbert
1973 Theodore Bailey
Ernest Gilbert
Earl Weir
1976 Richard Sanborn
Edward Frekey
Duane Potter
1977 Edward Frekey
Duane Potter
Richard Sanborn
1978 Duane Potter
Richard Sanborn
Edward Frekey
1979 Richard Sanborn
Edward Frekey
Russell MacCleery
1980 Edward Frekey
Ralph West
Russell MacCleery
1981 Linwood Marden
Russell MacCleery
Ralph West
1982 Dennis Call
Linwood Marden
Theodore Bailey
1983
1984
Dennis Call
Linwood Marden
Evelyn Pike
Evelyn Pike
Dennis Call
Linwood Marden
1974
1975
Theodore G
Earl Weir
Richard Sanborn
Bailey
Earl Weir
Theodore G. Bailey
Edward Frekey
1985 Linwood Marden
Evelyn Pike
Walter Sanborn
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1986
1987
1989
1990
Linwood Marden
Walter Sanborn
Edward Frekey
Earl Weir
Walter Sanborn
Edward Frekey
1988 Edward Frekey
Earl Weir
Kenneth Knight
Joseph Brown
Earl Weir
Virginia Ricker
Joseph Brown
Frederick Fenton
Virginia Ricker
1994 Jeffrey Jordan
Virginia Ricker
Dennis Call
1995 Jeffrey Jordan
Dennis Call
Walter Sanborn
1996 Dennis Call
Jeffrey Jordan
Frederick Fenton
1997 Jeffrey Jordan
Frederick Fenton
Theodore Bailey
1998 Frederick Fenton
Theodore Bailey
Jeffrey Jordan
1991 Joseph Brown
Virginia Ricker
Frederick Fenton
1992 Virginia Ricker
Frederick Fenton
Jeffrey Jordan
1993 Frederick Fenton
Jeffrey Jordan
Virginia Ricker
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